Let's Celebrate
International Respect for Chickens Day

Mavis
Chicken Run Rescue & the Animal Rights Coalition

Invite You to an Open House at Chicken Run's New Home!

Sunday May 7th 12-5pm

Enjoy vegan lunch & live music by The Sunshapes!

Meet honored attendees:
* CRR Advisory Board and Board of Directors * CRR vets
* CRR Volunteers, Fosters and Adopters
* Contractors who worked on the sanctuary
  * Friends and Supporters
* Area animal rights, formerly-farmed-animal rescues and vegan organizations
Fine Print:
This is by invitation only and is not a public event. For security reasons, CRR is open only to staff, volunteers and invited guests.
Address (~30 mins from the Cities) and map will be provided to confirmed guests.

Please indicate if you are RSVPing with other family members. Children over 10 are warmly welcomed as long as they are supervised by an adult.